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Harmonic development
The Complete Harmonium Recordings 1948–1949
compiled and produced by G. J. Blom

Basta Audio Visuals is proud to announce the release of George Gurdjieff’s complete harmonium recordings.
In September 2000, at the instigation of producer Gert-Jan Blom, Basta Music obtained the license of the
forty-four master-tapes containing Gurdjieff’s complete recorded output from Mme. Sylvie Anastasieff,
widow of Valentin Anastasieff, Gurdjieff’s nephew.
The 113 recordings on these tapes were sequenced in four series:
1: First Series – recorded between 1 April and 21 July 1949
2: Mesoteric Series – recorded between 22 July and 18 August 1949
3: American Series – recorded between 25 August and 27 September 1949
4: Second Series – recorded between 27 September and 16 October 1949
All were recorded at Gurdjieff’s apartment in Paris.
Additionally, the very first recordings of Gurdjieff’s harmonium music—made at the Wellington Hotel,
New York, between 25 December 1948 and early February 1949—have been added to this collection with the
consent of the Gurdjieff Foundation of New York. These New York recordings also include several talks and
stories as told by Gurdjieff to his pupils.
An addenda section containing several interesting, albeit unlabeled pieces from the original wire recordings
brings the grand total to 136 recordings—over 19 hours of music—all brought together in chronological
sequence on a single disc in “mp3” format. As a special bonus, a short 9-minute film made by Evelyn Sutta on
several automobile trips with Gurdjieff during the summer of 1949 has been added. This disc will play on any
computer with mp3 software installed and on most recent dvd players.
An extra 2 cd set in standard audio format contains a representative compilation of the recordings; these discs
will play on any cd player.
This unique collection comes with an attractive and profusely illustrated 144-page book with many previously
unpublished photographs of Gurdjieff and recollections of people who were present when these recordings
were made. It further contains several chapters by Gert-Jan Blom about the process of selecting and sequencing
the tracks, audio restoration of the recordings, the history of Gurdjieff’s harmonium music, transcriptions of
Gurdjieff’s stories and an extensive track notes section.
The book has a preface by King Crimson guitarist, Guitar Craft instructor and Soundscaper Robert Fripp.
Label: basta • Catalogue number: 3091 152 • release: December 1, 2004
Price in stores: € 49,95
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136 recordings—over 19 hours of
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A profusely illustrated 144-page book
with photographs and recollections…

An extra 2 cd set in standard audio format with a
representative compilation of the recordings…

